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Electron transferance is the principal parameter that sets the order of magnitude for electron-
tunneling rates in proteins. However, there continue to be varying ways to measure electron-tunneling
distances in proteins. This distance uncertainty blurs the issue of whether the intervening protein medium
has been naturally selected to speed or slow any particular electron-tunneling reaction. For redox cofactors
lacking metals, an edge of the cofactor can be deﬁned that approximates the extent in space that includes
most of the wavefunction associated with its tunneling electron. Beyond this edge, the wavefunction tails off
much more dramatically in space. The conjugated porphyrin ring seems a reasonable edge for the metal-free
pheophytins and bacteriopheophytins of photosynthesis. For a metal containing redox cofactor such as heme,
an appropriate cofactor edge is more ambiguous. Electron-tunneling distance may be measured from the
conjugated heme macrocycle edge or from the metal, which can be up to 4.8 Å longer. In a typical protein
medium, such a distance difference normally corresponds to a ~1000 fold decrease in tunneling rate. To
address this ambiguity, we consider both natural heme protein electron transfer and light-activated electron
transfer in ruthenated heme proteins. We ﬁnd that the edge of the conjugated heme macrocycle provides a
reliable and useful tunneling distance deﬁnition consistent with other biological electron-tunneling
reactions. Furthermore, with this distance metric, heme axially- and edge-oriented electron transfers
appear similar and equally well described by a simple square barrier tunneling model. This is in contrast to
recent reports for metal-to-metal metrics that require exceptionally poor donor/acceptor couplings to
explain heme axially-oriented electron transfers.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction1.1. Typical intraprotein electron-tunneling rates
Electron-tunneling reactions in natural proteins span nearly 12
orders of magnitude in time and distances from 4 to 24 Å. Nature has
selected distances at the short end of this range, from about 4 to 14 Å,
to maintain productive electron-tunneling reactions at a rate faster
than the commonly observed millisecond catalytic turnover times of
natural proteins[1]. Longer distances are associated with short-circuit
reactions that can be observed under certain circumstances. Besides
distance (R), electron-tunneling rates also depend on the driving force
of electron transfer (ΔG°). Marcus[2] described the behavior seen in
many tunneling systems in which the electron-tunneling rate has a
Gaussian dependence on driving force, increasing from low driving
force to a maximum rate when the driving force matches a parameter
called the reorganization energy (λ), and then falling again as the
driving force is increased beyond the optimum. In biological systems,
it appears there are often vibrational energies associated with theories Department of Biochem-
delphia, PA 19104-6059, USA.
oser).
ll rights reserved.electron tunneling between donor and acceptor which are larger than
ambient thermal energies[3]. This leads to a free energy dependence
of the tunneling rate on driving force which has some quantum
character inconsistent with the classical Marcus description. This
slightly broadens the Gaussian dependence of tunneling rate on
driving force. A plot of the free energy optimized electron-tunneling
rate as a function of the distance between the edges of the various
photosynthetic redox cofactors of both purple bacteria[4] and
photosystem I (PSI)[5,6] (Fig. 1A) shows a nearly exponential
relationship between rate and distance, with an optimal tunneling
rate at closest distances of about 1013 s−1 (near the maximum Eyring
rate of transition state theory) and falling off by an order of magnitude
for every 1.7 Å. Such simple exponential distance decay is expected
for tunneling through an effectively uniform insulating protein
barrier, a “square barrier”. A simple empirical expression that captures
this exponential distance dependence and Gaussian free energy
dependence, using units of Å for distance and eV for ΔG° and λ is s
follows[4].
Log ket ¼ 15  0:6R  3:1 ΔGo þ k
 2 
=k ð1Þ
This expression is adequate for predicting electron-tunneling rates
in many biological systems to within an order of magnitude. Better
accuracy than this is hard to achieve, principally because of uncertainty
Fig. 1. A) Optimal rates of electron tunneling between cofactors with reorganization
energy estimates in purple bacterial reaction centers and PSI. Productive electron
transfers, green; unproductive charge recombinations, red. For the heme to BChl2
reaction edge- and metal-centered distance metrics are noted. B) Reaction center (RC)
structures from PDB ﬁles 1PRC[35] and 1JBO[36].
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energy, and distance. Driving forces are usually estimated from the
relative redox potentials of the donor and acceptor, which may not be
available. Reorganization energy is best deﬁned by analyzing the free
energy dependence of the electron-tunneling rate. Typically the redox
potentials of the cofactors are changed via mutation or chemical
substitution and ﬁt to a Gaussian curve to ﬁnd the free energy that
provides the fastest tunneling rates. When a free energy dependence
is not known, best guesses for the reorganization energy will be ~0.7±
0.5 eV; this value is lower for reactions in which donor and acceptor
are large and buried in a hydrophobic environment, and higher for
more compact cofactors in hydrophilic environments. The simpler
method of estimating the reorganization energy from the temperature
dependence of the reaction assumes a classical Marcus description,
which we have seen to be inappropriate for some of the best studied
systems[3]. Temperature changes can also introduce driving force
changes and dynamic effects not directly related to the tunneling
event. Protein crystal structures can in principle provide estimates of
the distance parameter, but this assumes not only that the protein is
not dynamic with noticeable changes in distance between donor and
acceptor, but also that it is clear how to derive the appropriate
tunneling distance from the structure in the ﬁrst place, a topic we will
address here. Some donors and acceptors have relatively compact
wavefunctions for the tunneling electrons that are highly localized on
an individual metal atom, so that the barrier through which the
electronmust tunnel includes both non-metal atoms of the cofactor as
well as the insulating proteinmedium between donor and acceptor. In
other cases, especially in photosynthetic systems, it is clear that the
tunneling electron wavefunction is considerably delocalized and the
“edge” of the tunneling barrier should extend to include the con-
jugated atoms of the cofactor[7].In principle, the insulating protein medium between donor and
acceptor could have been selected by Nature to accelerate or
decelerate any particular electron-tunneling reaction. This is because
the more covalently linked the medium between donor and acceptor,
the lower the electron-tunneling barrier tends to appear, and the
faster the rate of electron tunneling. Direct, covalent links between
donor and acceptor tend to have the fastest tunneling rates for any
given distance, as seen in a number of chemically constructed systems
[4]. Measures of the linked quality of the protein insulation between
donor and acceptor use algorithms of varying complexity. One
approach ﬁnds the best linkage combinations of covalent bonds and
through space gaps, considering possible quantum interference and
dynamical effects[8,9], while another provides a simple estimate of
the packing density of the protein medium as a proxy for the effective
barrier height[1]. However, direct covalent links between donor and
acceptor are rarely achieved in a natural protein system. Furthermore,
there seems to be no evidence that natural selection has acted on the
protein medium to modulate the rate of electron tunneling, either by
lowering the barrier for useful reactions or raising the barrier for non-
useful reactions. This is illustrated clearly in Fig. 1A, which shows that
both productive charge separating reactions (green) and unproductive
charge recombination reactions (red) in photosynthesis have the same
general distance/rate dependence. Thus, it appears that even the
simple expression of Eq. (1), which is a protein medium independent,
square barrier tunneling model, provides an adequate means to
estimate natural intraprotein electron-transfer rates within the exper-
imental error.
Fig. 1 shows that within the uncertainty of experimental measure-
ment of tunneling rate, driving force and reorganization energy, and
seemingly minor variations in the tunneling barrier presented by
protein in biological electron transfers, tunneling distances with
chlorins can be consistently and appropriately measured from the
conjugated macrocycle edge, while tunneling distances for quinones
can be from the ring atoms and attached oxygens[7]. However, it is less
clear how to deﬁne the edge of the heme cofactors, as there is only one
example of a photosynthetic reaction with a driving force derived
measure of the reorganization energy, namely heme to the bacterio-
chlorophyll dimer, BChl2. Because in this case the heme has a nearly
edge-on orientation towards the BChl2 (Fig. 1B), there is a substantial
difference in distance and expected rates for either a macrocycle edge
or metal center tunneling distance. In this case, the macrocycle edge
deﬁnition is much more in line with the tunneling rates in other
photosynthetic reactions (Fig. 1A).
1.2. Distance dependence in ruthenated heme proteins
We can expand this thin natural heme reaction data set to include
unnatural electron-tunneling reactions for which reorganization
energy determinations have been made, allowing reliable estimates
of the optimal electron-tunneling rate. Four heme proteins, myoglobin
[10,11] and cytochromes c[11–18], b5[19,20], and b562[16], have been
chemically modiﬁed to include a light-activatable ruthenium (Ru)
label, and electron-transfer rates back and forth between the heme
and Ru centers have been measured. Conveniently, the lifetimes of
the photogenerated ruthenium centers coupled with the driving
forces of the electron-tunneling reactions yield electron-tunneling
distances that tend to be over the ~10 Å range between those of the
shorter, productive and longer, unproductive natural electron trans-
fers[21].
The distance dependence of the free energy optimized rate of
electron tunneling in these ruthenated heme proteins can be pre-
sented using two distinct distance metrics: metal-to-metal (Ru–Fe) or
Ru-to-heme macrocycle. An unavoidable complication in such data
sets is the possibility for considerable mobility of the ruthenium
cofactors, unlike the cofactors in the natural photosystems. This
mobility can be small for buried Ru centers, or rather large for some
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way to estimate tunneling distances is to perform an energy min-
imization of a model of the structure, as might be appropriate if the
motion of the label was slow on the timescale of the measurement.
This has been done for the metal-to-metal distance metric (gray in
Fig. 2)[16]. On the other hand, given the general observation that the
distance dependence of the tunneling rate is roughly exponential,
closer approaches of the two centers may be weighed more heavily in
the effective tunneling distance, especially if motion of the label is fast
on the timescale of the measurement. This has been done for the
metal-to-heme distance metric in which the plotted distance
represents a model of the closest approach of the Ru center to the
heme that does not result in overlap of the Ru label with residues in
the unlabeled protein crystal structure (blue in Fig. 2). Fig. 2 also
includes for comparison the Ru-to-metal or Ru-to-edge distances for
ruthenated proteins azurin[10,22,23], and HiPIP[24].
The log rate vs. distance slopes for both of these metrics are
roughly similar, although the heme-edge metric of course has gen-
erally smaller distance values than the heme-metal-center metric.
Nevertheless, there is noticeable spread of the data to the left and
right of the best ﬁt lines, which may well reﬂect poor distance
estimates due to range of motion. Fig. 3A, which uses the Ru-to-
macrocycle metric, shows that depending on the particular Ru label,
this possible range of motion can be quite large. One way to avoid
this issue is to remove from consideration those points with the
greatest mobility, including only those that have a range of motion
of 2 Å or less, and are thus likely to introduce a less than a 16-fold
change in tunneling rate. Fig. 3B, which shows the restricted data set
with better deﬁned distances without a wide range of motion,
reveals a best ﬁt to this data set that is remarkably similar to that
seen for the edge-to-edge distances in photosynthetic reaction
centers (Fig. 3C). This suggests there is a consistent tunneling dis-
tance metric that includes the porphyrin macrocycle edge of both
hemes and chlorins.
We have compared distance metrics measured from the metal of
the Ru center to the heme iron or macrocycle edge. It is of course
possible to choose alternative distance metrics for the Ru center itself,
such as the distance from atoms liganding the Ru, or from the edge of
the pyridyl rings. We ﬁnd the best working deﬁnition of the “edge” of
a redox center for estimating electron-tunneling rates using Eq. (1)Fig. 3. Distance/rate dependence of ruthenated proteins. A) Ru-heme edge minimum
distances showing possible range of movement. B) Subset with range of movement less
than 2 Å. C) Comparison of this subset with bacterial RC and PSI rates.
Fig. 2. Free energy optimized electron-tunneling rates with different distance metrics.
Blue: electron-transfer distances deﬁned as Ru metal-to-heme edge with Ru label
position at minimum distance; gray: Ru metal-to-Fe metal at likely Ru label position
estimated by Gray[16]. Ruthenated heme proteins include myoglobin[10,11,37] (circles),
cyt c[11–18,38–40] (diamonds), cyt b5[19,20] (star) and cyt b562[16] (squares). Also
included for comparison are ruthenated azurins[10,22,23], a copper protein (triangles)
and HiPIP, an iron-sulfur protein (hexagons)[24].to be the metal itself for ruthenium and copper centers, the iron and
sulfurs bound between irons for iron- sulfur clusters, and the
porphyrin macrocycle for hemes. These are the distances plotted in
the ﬁgures.When the non-heme cofactors are expanded to include the
other atoms ligated to the metal, the electron-tunneling rates are
overestimated as a group by more than an order of magnitude.
1.3. Molecular dynamics estimates of distances and heme axial tunneling
Rather than choose a distance metric based on an energy
minimized structure model or a minimum distance model as just
described, it is possible to perform a more sophisticated molecular
dynamics simulation[25] on each Ru labeled variant and consider this
dynamic effect on electron-tunneling distances. This has recently been
done for the Ru centers for the cytochromes c and b562[9] in an
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the Ru labeled variants wasmodeled usingmolecular dynamics on the
100 ps timescale and the electronic coupling between the donor and
acceptor sites were computed for each 1 ps geometric snapshot. This
dynamical simulation led to a set of metal-to-metal distances that
were only slightly different from the energy minimized distances
reported by Gray[16] (Fig. 4A).
Prytkova et al. noted that three of these points (two cyt b562 and
one cyt c) did not appear to be in the same cluster as the others[9].
They observed that these points have relatively shorter distances and
lower rates, and share the property of a nearly axial geometry be-Fig. 4. Free energy optimized tunneling rates using molecular dynamics deﬁned
distances. A) Comparison of the Ru–Fe tunneling distances for cyt c and b562 estimated
by energy minimization (gray) or molecular dynamics (pink). B, C) Comparison of Ru
to Fe molecular dynamics distances with RC edge-to-edge (green, red) and Ru to
heme edge-to-edge minimum distances (blue) for subset with b2 Å variance in dis-
tance. Panel B includes the unadjusted metal-to-metal distances, and panel C includes
the same distances minus a 4.8 Å heme diameter in order to estimate the heme-to-
macrocycle edge distance for this molecular dynamics data set.tween the heme plane and the Ru label position, with best linkage
paths between donor and acceptor arriving via the heme axial ligand.
The conclusionwas drawn that because axial orientation tends to have
one dominant best path compared to more edge-on geometries
(which tend to have several comparably linked paths), there was an
opportunity for axial geometries to have unusually well-coupled or
poorly-coupled links for a given metal-to-metal distance, and less
opportunity for averaging interference between multiple paths. These
three points happened to all have depressed rates relative to the main
group of ruthenated protein data, but Prytkova anticipated that
enhanced rates would be found if more axially coupled examples were
examined[9].
The metal-to-macrocycle metric suggests an alternative explana-
tion and a different prediction for rates of future measurements of
heme axially-oriented electron- transfer reactions. Fig. 4B shows that if
these metal-to-metal distances for ruthenated cytochrome c and b562
are adjusted to metal-to-macrocycle distances and plotted together
with metal-to-macrocycle rates and distances for other ruthenated
proteins and the edge-to-edge rates and distances of reaction centers
of Fig. 3C, these three axial examples become unremarkable and fall
within the same grouping with rates well predicted by the simple
empirical Eq. (1). Onlyone of themyoglobin ruthenium labels so far has
a distance variance of less than 2Å and is included in Fig. 4B; this has an
axial orientation and is also unremarkable. Edge-oriented Ru-heme
electron transfers fall at lengthy distances only when the metal-to-
metal distance metric is used. Indeed, applying a rough correction to
this edge-oriented set by subtracting half a heme diameter (4.8 Å)
brings the seemingly errant majority of ruthenated observations back
into the general intraprotein electron-transfer group (Fig. 4C). Using
the metal-to-macrocycle metric as opposed to the metal-to-metal
metric means that there is no requirement for exceptionally good or
poor coupling between redox cofactors, or a need for averaging
interference effects to distinguish axial from edge coupling, at least
within the approximately order of magnitude experimental error
introduced by uncertainties in rates, distances, driving force and
reorganization energy.We predict thatwhen using themetal-to-metal
distance metric, future observed rates for axial heme pathway geom-
etries will generally be lower than the analogous edge-on geometries,
simply because the metal-to-metal metric tends to overestimate the
effective tunneling distances for the edge- geometries by up to half a
heme diameter.
1.4. Heme/metal distance metrics in other natural heme electron
transfers
There are nearly a dozen natural heme electron-transfer reactions
for which crystal structure distances are available and electron-
transfer rates and driving forces have been measured, but their
reorganization energies have not been particularly well determined.
This unknown reorganization energy leads to uncertainty in the
estimate of the free energy optimized electron-tunneling rate. Never-
theless, it is useful to examine these natural heme electron-transfer
reactions, assuming either generic reorganization energy values or
reported values based on the temperature dependence of the reaction,
in order to make a rough comparison of the heme-metal vs. heme-
edge distance metrics. Fig. 5A and B show the heme-metal and the
heme-edge metrics respectively overlaid on the data of Fig. 4B and C,
using default heme electron-transfer reorganization energies of 1 eV
unless otherwise reported. It is clear that even with these substantial
uncertainties in estimating free energy optimized rates, the heme-
edge distance metric of Fig. 5B falls in the same grouping as the other
heme-edge metrics, with an average deviation less than an order of
magnitude from the original best ﬁt line drawn for the photosynthetic
reaction center data points. The generic square barrier model of Eq. (1)
represents a fair estimate of observed reaction rate for this expanded
set of heme reactions provided electron-tunneling distances use the
Fig. 5. A comparison of heme-metal and heme-edge metrics. In addition to Ru-heme
and photosynthetic electron transfers, natural heme electron transfers with estimated
reorganization energies (purple crosses) are plotted with either a heme-metal distance
metric (A) or a heme-edge distance metric (B). These reactions include heme to BChl2 in
Rps. viridis photosynthetic reaction centers[41,42], cytochrome oxidase heme a with
heme a3 [31] and CuA [43], heme bL to bH [44] and heme c2 to c1 in cytochrome bc1
[45,46], heme to tryptophan in cytochrome c peroxidase[47], Cu to heme in
methylamine dehydrogenase[26] and heme to 3Fe4S in fumarate reductase[48,49].
Original measurements of heme electron-transfer rates for cytochrome oxidase and
methylamine dehydrogenase that were far from the simple square barrier line have
since been remeasured and now fall close to the line (arrows).
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expected if the wavefunction for an electron on a heme can be treated
as relatively delocalized over the heme porphyrin macrocycle, with a
much steeper, approximately exponential decay of the wavefunction
once it passes beyond this heme edge.
1.5. Medium effects in heme/heme electron tunneling
Two of the heme reactions in this expanded data set deserve
particular attention because the original rate measurements were
orders of magnitude different from the rates predicted by a square
barrier model. They were cited as examples of failure of that model
and successes for medium dependent pathway models, which
appeared to predict rates correctly. It was only later when new
measurements changed these rate values by several orders of
magnitude that it became clear that the simple square barrier model
had indeed predicted rates correctly after all.
The long-distance reaction of copper to heme in methylamine
dehydrogenase[26] had a measured rate in solution four orders of
magnitude faster than predicted by a simple, generic square barrier
model. Such a large deviation is exactly what would be expected for an
exceptionally well-coupled pathway[27] that has been selected by
Nature to speed this useful, long-distance electron-transfer reaction.Indeed, the relatively fast rate in solution was shown to be consistent
with the long electron-transfer distance in the crystal structure of the
complex when a pathway analysis was performed[26,28].
However, when electron-transfer rates in the crystals themselves
were measured[29], a completely different picture emerged: copper
to heme electron-transfer rates are nearly 4 orders of magnitude
slower in crystals than they are in solution, and therefore, now
entirely consistent with a generic tunneling barrier. In addition,
mutational changes of the medium between the copper and heme
centers that were expected to disrupt the pathways and dramatically
alter electron-transfer rates showed no effect[28].
A complementary example is provided by the heme a to a3
electron transfer in cytochrome oxidase, which was also cited as a
failure of the square barrier model and the success of a pathwaymodel
[30]. The originally accepted experimental rate was approximately a
thousand times slower than expected for a generic square barrier
model. Pathway calculations at that time were used to show that the
coupling was exceptionally poor for the short distance, and used to
explain the slow rate[30]. New experiments increased the rate for the
cytochrome oxidase reaction to a few nanoseconds[31], close to the
value predicted by the square barrier model[4,32]. The pathway
analysis was repeated using dynamics and quantum interference
effects[33] to yield a rate more consistent with the newmeasurement.
Perhaps it should not come as much of a surprise that with such a
short heme edge-to-edge electron-tunneling distance between a to a3
that the measured rate falls close to the square barrier line. The 7 Å
edge-to-edge distance between hemes is just 3.4 Å longer than the
van der Waals contact. While estimates of packing densities at such
short distances are more uncertain, as mentioned in a recent report
[34], the effect of these uncertainties in packing density is muted by
the short distance the electron tunnels through the insulating protein
medium. Even cutting the packing density drastically to half of the
typical protein value would only slow the expected a to a3 tunneling
rate by 10-fold. The restricted effect of tunneling medium changes
over short tunneling distances makes it unlikely that natural selection
can applymuch pressure here. Rather, the principal engineering of the
a to a3 electron transfer near the catalytic site of cytochrome oxidase
appears to be blunt and simple: keep electron-tunneling distances
short and the inherent electron-tunneling rates fast, so that the
penalty associated with surmounting large, Eyring-style chemical
activation energy barriers at the catalytic site can be overcome in
milliseconds or faster[32].
While natural selection of the protein tunnelingmedium remains a
possibility, so far, it does not appear that there are any clear examples
inwhich the proteinmedium has been selected by Nature tomodulate
the electron-tunneling barrier by speeding up physiologically useful
electron-transfer reactions or slowing down physiologically unpro-
ductive ones. Instead, natural engineering of electron tunneling seems
prosaic, guiding electron transfer through multi-cofactor proteins by
favoring designs that place productive redox centers closer together
and keep unproductive, short-circuiting redox partners further apart.
2. Conclusion
When ruthenated heme protein data were examined according to
a metal-to-metal metric[9], 4 out of 20 examples fell two orders of
magnitude below the rate vs. distance trend expected for a simple
square barrier tunneling model. This prompted an explanation in
terms of pathway tunneling calculations which allowed quantum
interference effects between paths. The results presented here show
that when the same data are examined using a metal-to-macrocycle
metric, these 4 points join the rest of the ensemble. This indicates that
a simple square barrier tunneling model remains an adequate
description of protein electron tunneling, within experimental error,
for a variety of cofactors, including chlorins, quinones, ruthenium
centers, and hemes. Although the tunneling wavefunction is not
1037C.C. Moser et al. / Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 1777 (2008) 1032–1037spread uniformly over the heme any more than it is for the other
cofactors, it will be spread much more evenly than an exponential
decay with distance from the central iron, which makes the
macrocycle edge description a practical one. Further, we predict that
axially-oriented heme electron transfers will systematically appear
slow compared to non-axial, more edge-oriented electron transfers in
metal-to-metal metrics, simply because the edge orientations will
beneﬁt from the spread of the electron wavefunction over the heme
towards the donor or acceptor. This prediction stands in contrast to a
pathway interference description[9], which anticipates that axial
orientations may be either faster or slower than edge orientations for
a given heme-metal distance.
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